Red Wines
Thomas Goss Cabernet Sauvignon
Origin: McLaren Vale, Australia
Lively and open in texture, with prominent, raspberry and white
chocolate notes, lingering delicately. 93 points rated by Wine Orbit.
Bottle: $65 Glass: $15
Penny’s Hill Crackling Black Shiraz
Origin: McLaren Vale, Australia
Satsuma plum and red berry fruits layered with anise, mocha, and
dark chocolate. Generous red berry and plum fruits persist,
balanced by subtle oak and sweet spice. This well-structured wine is
supported by fine long tannins and exceptional fruit weight. 93
points rated by James Halliday.
Bottle: $65 Glass: $15
Head High Sonoma County Pinot Noir
Origin: Sonoma County, California
This is beautifully balanced, starts with bold, ripe fruit before
settling into a smooth and stylish wine. 91 points rated by Tasting
Panel.
Bottle: $80

Chateau Teyssier St. Emilion Grand Cru
Origin: Bordeaux, France
Blend of Merlot & Cabernet Franc. The wine exhibits a dense
ruby/purple color and soft berry fruit, with hints of cedar, vanilla,
green, earthy notes. This wine displays outstanding fruit, impressive
purity, and a nicely textured mouthfeel. 88 points rated by Wine
Enthusiast.
Bottle: $100
Paul Lato Matinee Pinot Noir
Origin: California, USA
This unfiltered cuvee reveals elegant strawberry, raspberry and
pomegranate notes,
fresh acids, medium body, admirable purity and an impressive
texture as well as finish.
Bottle: $120
Brotte Châteauneuf du Pape Rouge Les Hauts de Barville 2018
Origin: Rhone Valley, France
100% Viognier. Pale yellow with golden glints. Wildflowers and
roses developing to aromas of apricot and exotic fruits. Unctuous
with good structure leading to a powerful finish. Initially apricot and
white peach followed by nutmeg and vanilla on the finish. Balanced
and very elegant with beautiful length.
Bottle: $130

White Wines
Thomas Goss Sauvignon Blanc
Origin: Adelaide Hills, Australia
This fresh and beautifully balanced Sauvignon Blanc displays lifted
tropical and citrus fruits with hints of passionfruit sweetness on the
mid palate and a crisp acid finish.
92 points rated by Wine Orbit.
Bottle: $65 Glass: $15
Monte del Fra Pinot Grigio delle Venezie DOC 2021
Origin: Venice, Italy
Intense floral notes of white flowers, acacia, and hawthorn. Fruity
with good body, savory and elegant.
Bottle: $65 Glass: $15
Gerard Millet Sancerre Blanc
Origin: Loire Valley, France
100% Sauvignon Blanc. Vibrant Sauvignon notes of grapefruit and
lemon with good weight and a clean crisp finish. Sancerre is the
epitome of crisp, steely Sauvignon, and this fine example is so clean,
pure and aromatic.
Bottle: $80

Head High Sonoma County Chardonnay
Origin: Sonoma County, California
Mild-mannered flavours of apple and pear take on a tart intensity
on the entry of this well-made wine, evolving to show good
integration of oak. A finishing note of anise hangs on.
Bottle: $80
Paul Lato Matinee Chardonnay
Origin: Santa Barbara, California
It displays wonderful notes of sweet white currants, crushed rocks,
pineapples and acacia flowers. Medium to full-bodied with
beautifully integrated wood, a striking minerality, a honeyed
richness and superb purity, texture and length.
Bottle: $120
Gerard Millet Sancerre Chêne Marchand 2015
Origin: Loire Valley, France
100% Sauvignon Blanc. From one of the top vineyard sites in
Sancerre, the steep south-facing Chêne Marchand vineyard
provides fruit for this very concentrated and impressive wine. Its
weight doesn't come from richness, but rather a powerful structure
that underpins a mineral tang and intense freshness.
Bottle: $120

Paul Lato Two Wolves Sauvignon Blanc O Sole Mio 2021
Origin: Santa Ynez Valley, California
Pronounced key lime pie, gooseberry, and green apple skin lend
tension and complexity to this beautifully refreshing wine. Zesty and
mid-bodied on the palate, it’s concentrated, has flawless balance,
and a great finish.
Bottle: $120
Brotte Condrieu Versant Doré 2020
Origin: Rhone, France
100% Viognier. Pale yellow with golden glints. Wildflowers and
roses developing to aromas of apricot and exotic fruits. Unctuous
with good structure leading to a powerful finish. Initially apricot and
white peach followed by nutmeg and vanilla on the finish. Balanced
and very elegant with beautiful length.
Bottle: $130

Sweet
Kuhling Gillot Nierstein Riesling Kabinett
Origin: Rhein Hessen, Germany
Sweet, fizzy & deliciously yummy. It expresses itself in yellow fruits
and a supple creaminess. The saline backbone is wrapped loosely
with a fruity ribbon, and despite the low alcohol content, the finish
is both long and complete.
Bottle: $65

